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Welcome to the new Canycom Samurai brochure.
In the following pages, you can read all about these amazing
Japanese mowers. You will be introduced to the unique
engineering and physics behind them that enables them to perform in
conditions that would usually destroy standard equipment and on
steep slopes that no other mower of this type today can tackle.
We believe there are no other mowers on the market that are as
strong as the Samurai mowers or that can perform as impressively.
These unique, shaft driven mowers deliver 100% of the engine power
to the “Samurai Sword” metal cutting blades. This means they can cut
thicker and taller vegetation compared to normal belt driven machines
that can lose up to 30% of their power between the engine and the
cutting blade
Please contact your local Canycom approved dealer today for a
demonstration.

58% Grade
CE Certified

SHAFT DRIVEN
MECHANICAL 2WD
and 4WD
CUTS SAPLINGS UP TO
36mm IN DIAMETER

- Hydrostatic drive in front of the mechanical drive
- Easy operation - forwards and backwards foot controls
- Dual high and low ratio gearbox
- Mechanical & hydrostatic brakes

Introduction

The ultimate all terrain EXTREME mower!

Superior Engineering

SUPERIOR ENGINEERING

Rock solid engineering gives
reliablility & toughness

ULTRA TOUGH DIFF LOCK

DUAL RANGE FINAL DRIVE

GEAR DRIVE / MOWER DRIVE

TOUGH, DOUBLE
EXPANDING BRAKES

AXLE

BLADE GEARBOX

SUPERIOR ENGINEERING

SHAFT DRIVE

The shaft drive of the Samurai brushcutter is a unique benefit, shared across the
entire machine range. This allows almost 100% complete transfer of horsepower
to the cutter blades through a shaft fitted with universal joints at both ends. No
other machine of this type has a shaft driven system like the Samurai.
The oil-filled, cast gearbox has a spring-based pinion gear system that absorbs
shock and impact from the cutter blades. The spring-steel blade carrier has a
unique profile that holds the quick-release Samurai steel blades. Basically, these
blades are manufactured from fine layers of steel that are formed in a forge. This
results in an incredible blade that is capable of surviving encounters with granite
rock.
The relationship between the blade materials, the speed of the blade tips, the
spring-loaded gearbox system and the shaft drive, produces an incredible solution
for working on rough ground and surviving rocks in a revolutionary way for
mowing, as we know it.

Shaft Driven

Exclusive

AWD

SUPERIOR ENGINEERING

Powerful & Efficient

AWD

The Samurai has a 4WD and 2WD option, which means that you can switch from
4WD to 2WD (and vice versa) depending upon ground conditions.
The shaft driven system delivers drive to the front axle via universal joints that are
greased and packed inside a sealed rubber boot. The front axle cannot be fitted
with a conventional differential, as it would impede the material being fed into the
cutter blades.
Instead, Canycom have used a right angle drive and planetary drive hubs on each
end of the front axle. This delivers fantastic traction at each front wheel. It also
assists steering while in 4WD mode. Canycom have built a cast iron front axle – a
casing within a casing and splined shafts floating in an oil bath - it’s almost indestructible! The design is complemented with sophisticated seals within seals.

* Except 14ps

The Samurai brushcutters have proved they can survive in extremely harsh environments and conditions, including rocky ground. In order to combat these harsh
conditions, the Samurai has addressed this issue with some unique physics.
At the heart of the science is the idea that the blades are driven via an oil-filled
gearbox (which has a spring-based pinion gear system that absorbs shock and
impact) instead of pulleys and belts. This results in far less energy loss. In order to
address this further, the blade tip speed has been geared down to between
12-13,000 feet per second – conventional mowers are closer to 18,500 feet per
second.
The blades are created through a complex process, which involves the metal
being folded, forged, tempered and quenched repeatedly to achieve a special
linear grain. This grain is what gives the Samurai Swords their legendary ability to
cut hard materials and cause little damage to the blade.
The actual method of cutting larger vegetation relies on material passing under
the front axle, where it is fed into the blades. This provides a “bean slicer” action,
allowing the destruction of woody material up to 36mm in diameter.

Blade System
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BLADE SYSTEM
Tough Swinging - Quick Release

Transmisson
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TRANSMISSION

The transmission drive is a remarkable piece of engineering and unique to the
Samurai range of brushcutters. The Samurai brushcutter is driven through a mechanical 2 step gearbox which features high and low range gear selection, which
you can easily switch from high to low (and vice versa) depending upon ground
conditions. There is also a neutral position within the gearbox which allows the
brushcutter to freewheel when necessary.
The mechanical 2 step gearbox then has a hydrostatic drive in front of it, you
therefore have all the benefits of a hydrostatic automatic transmission with the
power and strength of a mechanical drive.
On brushcutters of 18hp and upwards, the Samurai features a charge pump,
which cools the hydrostatic oil during operation and also dramatically extends the
pump’s life. This unique feature means that the Samurai can continue working all
day without any loss of traction, because the hydrostatic oil does not lose its
viscosity.
SHAFT DRIVEN 4WD
WITH DIFFERENTIAL
AXLE IN AN OIL BATH
ALL CMX- MODELS

UNIQUE
COMBINATION OF
HYDRO PUMP & MECHANICS
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF AN
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION
WITH THE POWER OF A
MECHANICAL GEARBOX

HYDRAULIC PUMP FOR
AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
MECH. 2 STEP GEARBOX
L/H
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CUT CONTROL

The grass cutting length lever has been made as short as possible to ensure
that it will not catch on branches, no matter how low.
An ergonomic, low resistance control lever makes adjustments of 0-150mm
possible, i.e. 21 levels of adjusments.

Cut Control

Easy and Convenient Height of

TURNING SYSTEM
MORE SPACE FOR GRASS
NEWLY MODIFIED
CONSTRUCTION

The brushcutter front is positioned high
off the ground to keep from bending
back grass up to 236 mm high. This
leaves a cleaner cut ﬁnish and less
uncut grass.

CIRCUMFERENCE DIAMETER
42CM
Front wheels turn up to a 75° angle &
inside rear wheel brakes
*CMX227 only in 2WD-mode

42CM

236 MM

Turning

SPECIAL FEATURES

740 MM
975 MM cutting width

75°

SHORTER TURNING RADIUS

EASY OPERATION
Adjustable steering

Steering wheel height
adjustment, up to 20cms

Hydrostatic foot pedal

Hand operated hydrostatic
control – cruise control

Selectable differential control switch

Selectable 2WD and 4WD

Foot pedal hydrostatic drive

Manual hydrostatic drive

Comfortable seat – height adjusted
back, including adjustment options
for weight-dependent suspension

Easy access by hand to the
cutting switch under the
steering wheel
Easy access to the mower
unit (blade change)
via swing-out wing flaps

Easy Operation

SPECIAL FEATURES

2WD Specifications
2WD

4WD Specifications
4WD

Special Features

SPECIAL FEATURES

58% Grade
CE Certified
Safety is, of course, a primary concern for operators and organisations alike when
choosing a brushcutter for steep slopes. We believe that the Canycom Samurai is
the safest brushcutter of its type on the UK market today, because it has an
industry-leading stability angle of 30 degrees.
This 30 degree stability angle has been CE Approved for all Canycom 2WD and 4WD
models.
In contrast to other manufacturers, Canycom are proud of their machine’s ability and
therefore readily publish and promote their unique 30 degree stability angle. With its
super low centre of gravity, the Canycom Samurai is the only brushcutter of its type
that can work at this angle, making it the safest brushcutter for the operator.

Safety

SAFETY

SPECIAL FEATURES

Brakes
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BRAKES

Triple action braking for maximum safety
Due to the extreme nature of where the
Canycom Samurai brushcutters can work,
they all come with an innovative triple
action braking system. The braking systems
are both hydrostatic and mechanical for
maximum safety.

A

C

B

D
D
Rear mechanical drum brake system

System A
Hydrostatic Braking
Hydrostatic brake system with
radial piston pump
ALL MODELS

Front mechanical drum brake system

System D
Two internal brake systems directly
assembled at the front wheels. Controlled
by seperate brake pedals
2WD MODELS

System B
Rear Mechanical Braking
Mechanical drum brake system at rear
transmission; controlled by the brake pedal
ALL MODELS
System C
Front Mechanical Breaking
Mechanical drum brake system at front
transmission, via shaft transmission
or directly assembled; controlled by
the brake pedal.
4WD MODELS
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Low vibrations
More power
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ROBIN EH 65
Low noise
Low vibrations
Less gas consumption
Electronic ignition
Autochoke
Pressure lubrication (for extreme incline)

Engines
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Authorised Canycom Dealer

The official Canycom
Importer and Distributor for
the UK & Ireland

Tel: 01234 771177
Mob: 07565 579424
E-Mail: ian@icbplant.co.uk
www.icbplant.co.uk
www.canycombrushcuttersuk.co.uk
ICB Plant & Machinery Ltd

Red Gate Farm, Mill Road, Thurleigh, Beds. MK44 2DP

